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Welcome to the 2016 MFL Catalogue
Inside you’ll find lots of useful information on resources for KS3, GCSE and A-level from 

Collins, including revision guides and bilingual dictionaries.  See below for details of 

some of the exciting new publishing and features available from Collins.

Want to take a closer look? If you would like more information on any of our series, 

please don’t hesitate to contact one of our sales consultants – they’ll be happy to 

answer your questions or visit your school. Find your local representative’s details on the 

back page.

What’s new?

Brand new revision resources for the GCSE French and Spanish 

specifications. Collins revision resources are based on proven 

research that repeated practice improves results. With this 

strategy used across the range, your students are guaranteed to 

achieve the very best results in their tests and exams. 

Find out more on page 5.

Sign up for our e-newsletter
Sign up for Collins Languages emails to hear the latest news 

first, delivered straight to your inbox! Go to www.collins.co.uk 

to sign up.

Find out more
Visit www.collins.co.uk for information on all our series, 

curriculum change support and free content to support your 

teaching.

Bring learning to life with Collins Connect!  
Our online platform provides course content and assessment all in one 

place and offers a suite of digital resources to engage your students and 

make testing and reporting easy.  

Find out more on pages 3-4.

Cover the 2014 curriculum with confidence  

Collins revision resources are based on proven research that repeated 

practice improves results. With this strategy used across the range, your 

students are guaranteed to achieve the very best results in their tests 

and exams. 

Find out more on page 5.

Emails  
Sign up for Collins Languages Emails to hear the latest news first, 

delivered straight to your inbox! Go to www.collins.co.uk to sign up. 

 

 

You can now visit our new home at www.collins.co.uk 
Our website makes it easy for you to find what you’re looking for, and 

hosts lots of free content to support your teaching.
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Connect

Available on the new online learning 
platform Collins Connect:

Exam board specific:

Edexcel

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

 Tweet  
@FreedomToTeach 

For free teaching ideas and  
resources, visit our blog:  
freedomtoteach.collins.co.uk

Keep up to date!

Find out about new books and teacher support, offers, education news, competitions 

and free resources.

Subscribe to the  
Collins Ed  
YouTube channel

AQA

NEW

Key icons used in the 
catalogue

EY

GCSE

AS

New titles

Age range

For Key Stage 3

For GCSE

For AS and A-level

KS3KS3

AS/A

Age
11–14
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Mission: français
Series editor: Linzy Dickinson 
Authors: Marie-Thérèse Bougard, Glennis Pye, Oliver Gray, Ginny March, Liz Fotheringham

A fresh approach to teaching French.

Mission: français is an engaging course for Key Stage 3 French written specifically for  
the 2014 Programme of Study.

Pupil Books
Mission: français delivers engaging course content in a 3 book format with  
integrated extension and support material embedded throughout. 

• Motivate pupils with an engaging comic book story that runs throughout the  
course

• Equip pupils with an understanding of the mechanics of language

• Ensure pupils can access the course with carefully designed use of English  
and French

1 Bande Dessinée
Module 1

26 vingt-six 27vingt-sept

Ah, ta s    r est tres

cool, Justine!

Au cafe ...
Bonjour
justine!

regarde, il y a un festival!

Ma s    ur a des billets.

Et c’est dans

le parc!

Super!

Abdou et la s    ur de Justine!

Waouh! Il est senegalais!

Et il habite ou?

Elle est canadienne

mais elle habite en Algerie.

La femme blonde

s’appelle Mme.

Heros. Elle est

tres gentille.

C’est vrai!

Le monsieur aux

cheveux noirs

s’appelle M. vilain.

Ah, il n’est pas sympa!

Mais c’est trop cher!
Ce n’est pas difficile!

32

1

4 5

6 7

8 9

Un festival dans
notre quartier!
Use the pictures to help you work out what 
the friends are talking about. When you think 
you have a good idea of what the
conversation is about, try to understand the 
main points in the text on the opposite page. 
Use a dictionary to help you.

Les amis sont dans un café. Dans un 
journal, il y a une annonce pour un 
festival de musique dans le parc. C’est un 
grand festival avec des groupes de
différents pays. Les amis sont trés excités!

Abdou parle de la sœur de Justine. Il 
pense qu’elle est trés cool. C’est drôle 
pour les autres.

Il y a aussi des portraits dans le journal. 
Mme. Héros les cheveux blonds et
bouclés. Justine pense qu’elle est gentille.

Résumé

Activité
Write a summary of the story in English.
Include answers to the following questions:

• What are the friends excited about?

• Why is Lucas worried?

• What does Sophie think he should do?

Le monsieur s’appelle M. Vilain. Il n’est vraiment
pas sympa!

Le festival est cher et Lucas pense à l’argent.
Sophie a une idée ... À SUIVRE

Sample from Mission: français Pupil Book 1

M
issio

n
: fran

çais

Pupil Book 1  978-0-00-751341-3  £12.99

Pupil Book 2  978-0-00-751342-0  £12.99

Pupil Book 3 978-0-00-751343-7  £12.99

Grammar Workbooks
Encourage pupils to develop their grammar skills with:

• An attractive full-colour design to appeal to pupils

• Full explanation of all grammar points covered

• Plenty of practice questions to reinforce learning

Workbook 1  978-0-00-751344-4 £4.50

Workbook 2  978-0-00-751345-1 £4.50

Workbook 3 978-0-00-751346-8 £4.50 

Age
11–14 KS3
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M
issio

n
: fran

çais
Teacher Pack
Comprehensive support for teachers with ready-to-use lesson plans

• Be inspired with concise topic lessons that are matched to the Pupil Book and 
digital content

• Deliver focused language learning to  pupils with skill-based lesson plans

• Make the most of ICT opportunities with detailed guidance throughout

Audio Video CD-ROM
Access audio, video and transcripts for all the exercises in the Pupil Books  
together in one place.

• Print off transcripts for easy distribution

• Easy access to the audio and video files without internet connectivity

Interactive Book, Audio, Video and Assessment Pack
Each Pack includes:

• A digital version of the Pupil Book to access at home or school

• Audio, transcripts and exercises downloadable for offline use

• Videos linked directly to pages from the Pupil Book

• Customisable PowerPoint slides

• A detailed assessment record that keeps track of each pupil’s marks

• Tailor-made assessments for each module to save preparation time

Teacher Pack 1 978-0-00-751347-5 £50.00

Teacher Pack 2  978-0-00-751348-2 £50.00

Teacher Pack 3 978-0-00-751333-8 £50.00

Audio Video Pack 1  978-0-00-753650-4 £80.00 + VAT

Audio Video Pack 2  978-0-00-753651-1 £80.00 + VAT

Audio Video Pack 3  978-0-00-753652-8 £80.00 + VAT

Connect

www.collins.co.uk/mission

30 interactive activities per level suitable 
for whole-class or individual use

Connect

Find out more about 
Collins Connect, view 
samples and sign up 

for a free 14-day trial at 
connect.collins.co.uk
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Excellent revision and consolidation of key content and skills at the end of the key stage to 

ensure the best possible results in test and assessments.

● Reinforces key concepts and helps students consolidate understanding as 
they progress through the key stage

● Provides five distributed practice opportunities for each topic so that students 
can test, revisit and renew their understanding throughout their revision

● All-in-One Revision Guide and Workbook with even more topic- based and 
mixed practice questions to guarantee the best results 

4

R
evisio

n

Collins KS3 Revision and Practice

French Revision Guide 978-0-00-756284-8 £2.50

French All-in-One Revision and Practice 978-0-00-756285-5 £3.99

Age
11–14 KS3

Collins GCSE French  
Revision and Practice 
Based on new research that proves repeated practice is more effective 
than repeated study, Collins GCSE French Revision & Practice is 
guaranteed to help you achieve the best results. 

There are clear and concise revision notes for every topic covered in the curriculum, 
plus seven practice opportunities to ensure the best results. An e-book version of the 
revision guide is included in the purchase of every book.

This approach includes:

● Quick tests to check 
understanding

● End-of-topic practice questions

● Topic review questions later in 
the book

● Mixed practice questions at the 
end of the book

● More topic-by-topic practice and 
a complete exam-style paper in 
the added workbook

Age
14–16 GCSE

NEW GCSE AQA French All-In-One Revision and Practice 978-0-00-816630-4 £3.99      June 2016

NEWAQA

Sample from GCSE French Revision and Practice
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R
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Collins GCSE Essentials
This student-friendly approach to GCSE revision, guides 
students through the core content with succinct revision 
notes and practice questions that focus on the essential 
content needed for the exams.

Age
14–16 GCSECurrent Specification

Collins GCSE Spanish  
Revision and Practice 
Based on new research that proves repeated practice is more effective 
than repeated study, Collins GCSE Spanish Revision & Practice is 
guaranteed to help you achieve the best results.  

There are clear and concise revision notes for every topic covered in the curriculum, 
plus seven practice opportunities to ensure the best results. An e-book version of the 
revision guide is included in the purchase of every book.

This approach includes:

● Quick tests to check understanding

● End-of-topic practice questions

● Topic review questions later in the book

● Mixed practice questions at the end of the book

● More topic-by-topic practice and a complete exam-style paper in the added workbook

Age
14–16 GCSENEWAQA

Sample from GCSE Spanish Revision and Practice

See order form for full details

NEW GCSE AQA Spanish All-In-One Revision and Practice 978-0-00-816631-1      £3.99      June 2016

You must be able to:

•  Give and ask for personal information such as name, age, birthday and 

personality

• Describe your family and give personal details about your family

• Use possessive adjectives and different parts of the verbs ser and tener.

M
e,

 M
y 

Fa
m

ily
 a

n
d

 
Fr

ie
n

d
s 

Don’t forget that when 
forming questions, you need 
to put ¿ at the beginning 
of the question as well as 
? at the end. The same 
rule applies when using 
exclamation marks 
(¡ and !): 
¿Cuántos años tienes?
¡Qué calor!

Key PointMy NNName
• ¿Cómo te llamas? What are you called?
 Me llamo… I am called…
• Mi nombre es… My first name is…
• Mi apellido es… My surname is…
•  ¿Cómo se escribe tu nombre?  How do you spell your (first) name?
 Se escribe… It is spelt…

My AAAge
• ¿Cuántos años tienes? How old are you?
 Tengo quince años. I am fifteen years old.
 Pronto, voy a cumplir dieciséis. Soon, I will be sixteen.
• ¿Cuándo es tu cumpleaños? When is your birthday?
  Mi cumpleaños es el tres de mayo. My birthday is the 3rd of May.
• ¿Cuándo naciste? When were you born?
 Nací en el año dos mil uno. I was born in the year 2001.

Desccribing Personnality 
• ¿Cómo eres de carácter?  What sort of person are you?
 Soy…  I am…

 

 – En mi opinión soy muy tímido. In my opinion I am very shy.
 –     A veces soy graciosa, pero  Sometimes I am funny, but

  normalmente soy tímida. usually I am shy.

Masculine Feminine 

pleasant agradable agradable

kind/nice simpático simpática

funny gracioso graciosa

shy tímido tímida

lazy perezoso perezosa

sporty deportivo deportiva

naughty travieso traviesa

talkative hablador habladora

6 GCSE Spanish Revision Guide

Family Memmbers
• En mi familia hay… personas. In my family there are… people.
• En mi familia somos cinco.  There are five of us in my family.
 

• Soy hijo único.  I am an only child. (male)
• Soy hija única.  I am an only child. (female)
• No tengo hermanos.  I don’t have any brothers or sisters.
• En mi familia hay mi madre y yo.  In my family there is my mum and me.
• En mi familia somos mi padre y yo. It’s me and my dad in my family. 

Possseessive AAdjectiives 
• Possessive adjectives are used a lot when talking about family and friends. 
• Possessive adjectives include my, your, his and her. 
 

Informationn aboutt Others  
• Se llama… / Se llaman… He  /  She is called… / They are called…
• Tiene … años. He / She is … years old.
• Tienen … años.  They are … years old.

• Mi hermana menor se llama María y tiene once años. 
 My younger sister is called María and she is eleven years old.
• Tengo dos hermanos mayores que se llaman David y Leo.
 I have two older brothers called David and Leo.
• David es hablador y Leo es tímido.
 David is talkative and Leo is shy.

la familia the family la hermanastra stepsister

la madre mother el tío uncle

el padre father la tía aunt

los padres parents el primo cousin (male)

el padrastro stepfather la prima cousin (female)

la madrastra stepmother el abuelo grandfather

el hermano brother la abuela grandmother

la hermana sister los abuelos grandparents

los hermanos siblings el hijo son

el hermanastro stepbrother la hija daughter

mi hermano my brother tu madre your mother

mis padres my parents sus primos his/her cousins

Revise

1.  Say in Spanish your name and how old you are.
2. Ask someone in Spanish what their name is and how old they are.
3. What is the Spanish for ‘stepsister’?
4.  Translate into English: Hola. Me llamo Carmen y tengo trece años. Mi 

cumpleaños es el doce de agosto y pronto voy a cumplir catorce 
años. Tengo dos hermanas que se llaman Laura y Elena y tienen 
ocho y cinco años.

Quick Test

7Relationships with Family and Friends 1 : Revise

Possessive adjectives must 
agree with the object that 
is owned (possessed), not 
the person who owns 
(possesses) them.

Key Point
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● Be confident your students have the vocabulary they 
need with all the words and phrases required at this level, 
key curriculum words highlighted, all essential phrases 
covered, and thousands of examples to show how the 
language is really used

● The clear colour layout and alphabet tabs down the side 
of each page lead students to the information they need 
quickly and without fuss

●	 The most common translations are underlined to help 
users go straight to the answer they are looking for

● The dictionary also includes language tips and culture 
notes throughout

● Includes a verb guide, with full conjugations and example 
phrases showing verbs used in context

Collins School Dictionaries
Collins School Dictionaries are ideal for Key Stage 3  
pupils looking for a dictionary that is clear, easy to use and  
in a handy format for school, home and exams.

from Collins French School Dictionary  
 

Collins Gem School French Dictionary 4th edition 978-0-00-756931-1 £4.99

Collins Gem School Spanish Dictionary 4th edition  978-0-00-756930-4 £4.99

Collins Gem School German Dictionary 4th edition  978-0-00-756932-8 £4.99

Flexibound, 111mm x 76mm

Collins School French Dictionary 4th edition  978-0-00-756935-9 £6.99  

Collins School Spanish Dictionary 3rd edition  978-0-00-756933-5 £6.99

Collins School German Dictionary 4th edition  978-0-00-756934-2  £6.99

PB, 151mm x 108mm

Collins Gem  
School Dictionaries
Handy for the school bag

Collins School Dictionaries are also available in Gem 
format  
(111mm x 76mm).

Age
11–14 KS3
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Collins Easy Learning 
Dictionaries

French 978-0-00-753096-0 £9.99

Spanish 978-0-00-753094-6 £9.99

German 978-0-00-753095-3 £9.99

Italian 978-0-00-753093-9 £10.99

Polish 978-0-00-755191-0 £12.99

Mandarin Chinese 978-0-00-811951-5  £10.99

PB, 197mm x 130mm

KS1

Collins Easy Learning Dictionaries are up-to-
date, easy-reference dictionaries with highlighted 
key GCSE curriculum words and practical, fun 
supplements covering key vocabulary areas. They 
are ideal dictionaries for language learners of all 
ages, but especially for those aiming for GCSE 
exam success. 

The entries cover everyday language (including all essential set 
expressions), and key curriculum words are highlighted to help 
with exam preparation. Clear and concise language notes provide 
information on common grammatical errors and confusable words, 
while handy culture notes explain cultural differences.

● Get it right: thousands of examples show  
students exactly how translations are used

● Get there fast: clear colour layout takes  
your students quickly to the words they want,  
with key GCSE vocabulary flagged for rapid 
identification

● Have confidence: fun, practical supplements  
focus on key exam vocabulary and help  
students to use written and spoken language  
correctly 

from Collins Easy Learning French Dictionary

C
o

llin
s E

asy L
earn

in
g

 D
ictio

n
aries

Age
14–16 GCSEEdexcel
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Easy Learning Verbs & Practice offer a clear and easy-
to-understand guide to all the regular verb forms and 
conjugations.

●	 Provide your students with all the regular verb forms and 
conjugations, with the most common tenses of irregular 
verbs

●	 Contains an alphabetical index with over 2000 widely 
used verbs 

●	 Hundreds of exercises help you to practise all the major 
tenses.

●	 Thousands of examples of real French illustrate clearly how each verb is used.

●	 Clear layout ensures that you find the information you need quickly and easily.

8

E
asy L

earn
in

g
 P

ractice B
o

o
k

s

CPEasy Learning Practice Books

Easy Learning Practice Books boost your students’ confidence, foster  
success and build a thorough foundation in learning languages. Our Practice 
Books are ideal for students studying in class, or revising for GCSE exams.

from Collins French Easy Learning Verbs & Practice

New for June 2016

French 978-0-00-814163-9 £9.99

Spanish 978-0-00-814164-6 £9.99

German 978-0-00-814165-3 £10.99

Italian 978-0-00-814166-0 £10.99

PB, 246mm x 189mm

New for June 2016

French 978-0-00-814208-7 £10.99

Spanish 978-0-00-814209-4 £10.99

PB, 246mm x 189mm

Easy Learning Grammar & Practice provide easily 
accessible information in an attractively presented 
layout with a full glossary providing clear explanations of 
grammatical terminology. 

●	 Reliable, comprehensive and easy-to-
understand grammar references with 
thousands of real examples to reinforce 
grammatical points

●	 Hundreds of exercises help your students  
to practise each grammar point

Age
14–16 GCSENEW
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Further support from  
Collins Easy Learning

Also available for 
download on Kindle 

and iPad

Verbs

French 978-0-00-736974-4 £7.99

Spanish 978-0-00-736975-1 £7.99

German 978-0-00-736976-8 £7.99

Italian 978-0-00-736977-5 £7.99

New for April 2016

French 978-0-00-815841-5 £7.99

German  978-0-00-815842-2 £7.99

Spanish 978-0-00-815843-9 £7.99

Italian 978-0-00-815844-6 £7.99

Grammar

French 978-0-00-736782-5 £7.99

Spanish 978-0-00-736779-5 £7.99

German 978-0-00-736781-8 £7.99

Italian 978-0-00-736780-1 £7.99

New for April 2016

French  978-0-00-814199-8  £7.99

German  978-0-00-814200-1  £7.99

Spanish  978-0-00-814201-8  £7.99

Italian  978-0-00-814202-5  £7.99

Complete (Grammar, Verbs and Vocab)

New for April 2016

French  978-0-00-814172-1  £12.99

Spanish  978-0-00-814173-8  £12.99

Italian  978-0-00-814175-2  £12.99

German  978-0-00-814178-3 £12.99

Conversation

French   978-0-00-811198-4  £7.99

Spanish  978-0-00-811197-7  £7.99

Italian  978-0-00-811199-1  £8.99

Idioms

French 978-0-00-733735-4  £6.99

Spanish 978-0-00-733736-1  £9.99

Vocabulary

Spanish 978-0-00-748393-8 £7.99

PB, 197mm x 130mm

Easy Learning Verbs – contain 120 or more fully conjugated verbs (both regular and 
irregular) which are given in full for various tenses with examples to show how to use 
these verbs.

Easy Learning Grammar – illustrate all grammar points with examples (and their 
translations) based on topics and context which are relevant to GCSE level.

Easy Learning Complete – a handy 3 books in 1: Easy Learning Grammar, Verbs, 
and Vocabulary in one volume, with over 700 pages including a grammar guide,  
120 or more fully conjugated verb tables and vocabulary topics covering 5000 words.

Easy Learning Conversation – made up of 12 units, each illustrating the language 
used in a particular situation with Listen out for section on the most typical phrases 
which might be heard in given scenarios.

Easy Learning Idioms – make teaching more unique with a guide to 250 quirky and 
interesting idioms, arranged into different themes with simple example phrases to 
show them in context.

Easy Learning Vocabulary – each book is divided into 50 topics, with graded 
vocabulary (essential, important, useful), split into nouns and useful phrases to  
help to prioritise learning.

from Collins Easy Learning Spanish Idioms

Age
14–16 GCSENEW
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Collins Pocket Dictionaries

Collins Pocket Dictionaries are the ultimate easily accessible, comprehensive 
and portable dictionaries, and come with a durable cover.

●	 Ideal for helping learners use the language correctly in 
context – with a verb table section and a practical usage 
supplement

●	 There is information on pronunciation and tips on improving  
fluency, as well as all the words and phrases your students 
will need in different situations, such as when sending an 
email or making a phone call

●	 The dictionaries contain full GCSE coverage

from Collins German Pocket Dictionary

French 978-0-00-748547-5 £8.99

Spanish 978-0-00-748548-2 £8.99

German 978-0-00-748549-9  £9.99

Italian 978-0-00-748550-5  £9.99

Portuguese 978-0-00-748552-9  £9.99

Chinese 978-0-00-748553-6  £10.99

Arabic  978-0-00-741968-5  £7.99

151mm x 108mm

Age
14–16 GCSE
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Collins Gem Dictionaries
Handy for the school bag

With Collins Gems your pupils will have one less excuse for leaving their 
dictionary behind!

●	 Provide your pupils with a dictionary that won’t weigh them down; 
this very handy dictionary is just 111mm x 76mm

●	 Includes the latest words in both languages, full GCSE coverage, 
verb tables and user-friendly phrasefinder supplement

●	 Contains: 35,000 references and 60,000 translations

●	 Collins Gems are very durable so they’ll survive any school bag

French 978-0-00-743790-0  £4.99

Spanish 978-0-00-743791-7  £4.99

German 978-0-00-743792-4 £4.99

Italian 978-0-00-743793-1 £4.99

Mandarin Chinese 978-0-00-745716-8 £6.99

Arabic  978-0-00-732475-0 £5.99

New editions for 2016

Spanish  978-0-00-814184-4 £4.99 March 2016

Italian   978-0-00-814185-1 £4.99 March 2016

German 978-0-00-814186-8  £4.99  March 2016

French  978-0-00-814187-5  £4.99   March 2016

111mm x 76mm

Mandarin Chinese, 3rd edition 978-0-00-814183-7 £6.99  June 2016

117mm x 82mm

from Collins Gem German Dictionary

Age
14–16 GCSENEW
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●	 Intermediate language learners studying at GCSE/
KS4 level and above are given exceptional support 
from these dictionaries which contain 80,000+ 
references with more than 115,000 translations

●	 Your students can confidently use the most 
appropriate translations as these dictionaries provide 
extensive and relevant coverage of today’s language, 
with thousands of phrases and examples

●	 Support students working independently as they 
take their language skills to the next level with the 
comprehensive grammar guide
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Collins Dictionary and 
Grammar KS2

French 978-0-00-748435-5 £12.99

Spanish 978-0-00-748436-2 £12.99

German 978-0-00-745302-3 £13.99

Italian 978-0-00-748437-9 £13.99

Portuguese 978-0-00-749676-1 £16.99

New edition for March 2016

Latin  978-0-00-816767-7  £12.99

PB, 197mm x 130mm

from Collins Italian Dictionary and Grammar

Age
14–16 GCSE
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●	 These editions have been compiled to offer extensive and relevant coverage of 
today’s language, with thousands of phrases and examples guiding your students to 
the most appropriate translation

●	 A comprehensive grammar guide presents detailed examples and translations to 
help your students understand grammar – the perfect complement to the dictionary

●	 Full coverage of GCSE words and phrases to give your students all the help they 
need when revising for the exams

●	 The clear layout gives the text a contemporary feel and, along with the new alphabet 
tabs, ensures that your students find the information they need quickly and easily

Collins Essential  
Dictionary and Grammar

emplir  |  108

emplir  [ɑ̃plir]  vt  to fill;  s’emplir (de)  vi  to fill 
(with)

emploi  [ɑ̃plwa]  nm  use;  (Comm, Écon): l’~ 
employment;  (poste) job, situation; d’~ facile 
easy to use; le plein ~ full employment; 
mode d’~ directions for use; ~ du temps 
timetable, schedule

employé, e  [ɑ̃plwaje]  nm/f  employee; ~ de 
bureau/banque office/bank employee ou 
clerk; ~ de maison domestic (servant)

employer  [ɑ̃plwaje]  vt  (outil, moyen, méthode, 
mot) to use;  (ouvrier, main-d’œuvre) to employ; 
s’~ à qch/à faire to apply ou devote o.s. to 
sth/to doing

employeur, -euse  [ɑ̃plwaj�r, -øz]  nm/f  
employer

empocher  [ɑ̃pɔʃe]  vt  to pocket
empoigner  [ɑ̃pwa�e]  vt  to grab;  

s’empoigner (fig) to have a row ou set-to
empoisonner  [ɑ̃pwazɔne]  vt  to poison;  

(empester:  air, pièce) to stink out;  (fam): ~ qn to 
drive sb mad;  s’empoisonner to poison o.s.; 
~ l’atmosphère (aussi fig) to poison the 
atmosphere;  (aussi: il nous empoisonne 
l’existence) he’s the bane of our life

emporté, e  [ɑ̃pɔrte]  adj  (personne, caractère) 
fiery

emporter  [ɑ̃pɔrte]  vt  to take (with one);  (en 
dérobant ou enlevant, emmener:  blessés, voyageurs) 
to take away;  (entraîner) to carry away ou 
along;  (arracher) to tear off;  (rivière, vent) to 
carry away;  (Mil:  position) to take;  (avantage, 
approbation) to win;  s’emporter  vi  (de colère) to 
fly into a rage, lose one’s temper; la maladie 
qui l’a emporté the illness which caused 
his death; l’~ to gain victory; l’~ (sur) to get 
the upper hand (of);  (méthode etc) to prevail 
(over); boissons à ~ take-away drinks; plats 
à ~ take-away meals

empreint, e  [ɑ̃prε̃, -ε̃t]  adj:  ~ de marked 
with; tinged with  ∂ nf  (de pied, main) print;  
(fig) stamp, mark; ~e (digitale) fingerprint; 
~e écologique carbon footprint

empressé, e  [ɑ̃prese]  adj  attentive;  (péj) 
overanxious to please, overattentive

empressement  [ɑ̃prεsmɑ̃]  nm  eagerness
empresser  [ɑ̃prese]: s’empresser  vi:  s’~ 

auprès de qn to surround sb with 
attentions; s’~ de faire to hasten to do

emprise  [ɑ̃priz]  nf  hold, ascendancy; sous 
l’~ de under the influence of

emprisonnement  [ɑ̃prizɔnmɑ̃]  nm  
imprisonment

emprisonner  [ɑ̃prizɔne]  vt  to imprison, jail
emprunt  [ɑ̃pr�̃]  nm  borrowing no pl, loan 

(from debtor’s point of view);  (Ling etc) borrowing; 
nom d’~ assumed name; ~ d’État 
government ou state loan; ~ public à 5% 5% 
public loan

emprunté, e  [ɑ̃pr�̃te]  adj  (fig) ill-at-ease, 
awkward

emprunter  [ɑ̃pr�̃te]  vt  to borrow;  (itinéraire) 

to take, follow;  (style, manière) to adopt, assume
ému, e  [emy]  pp  de émouvoir  ∂ adj  excited;  

(gratitude) touched;  (compassion) moved

m o t - c l é

en  [ɑ̃]  prép  1 (endroit, pays) in;  (direction) to; 
habiter en France/ville to live in France/
town; aller en France/ville to go to France/
town
2 (moment, temps) in; en été/juin in summer/
June; en 3 jours/20 ans in 3 days/20 years
3 (moyen) by; en avion/taxi by plane/taxi
4 (composition) made of; c’est en verre/coton/
laine it’s (made of) glass/cotton/wool; en 
métal/plastique made of metal/plastic; un 
collier en argent a silver necklace; en deux 
volumes/une pièce in two volumes/one 
piece
5 (description, état): une femme (habillée) en 
rouge a woman (dressed) in red; peindre 
qch en rouge to paint sth red; en T/étoile 
T-/star-shaped; en chemise/chaussettes in 
one’s shirt sleeves/socks; en soldat as a 
soldier; en civil in civilian clothes; cassé en 
plusieurs morceaux broken into several 
pieces; en réparation being repaired, under 
repair; en vacances on holiday; en bonne 
santé healthy, in good health; en deuil in 
mourning; le même en plus grand the 
same but ou only bigger
6 (avec gérondif) while; on; en dormant while 
sleeping, as one sleeps; en sortant on going 
out, as he etc went out; sortir en courant to 
run out; en apprenant la nouvelle, il s’est 
évanoui he fainted at the news ou when he 
heard the news
7 (matière): fort en math good at maths; 
expert en expert in
8 (conformité): en tant que as; en bon 
politicien, il … good politician that he is, he 
…, like a good ou true politician, he …; je te 
parle en ami I’m talking to you as a friend
∂ pron  1 (indéfini): j’en ai/veux I have/want 
some; en as-tu? have you got any?; il n’y en 
a pas there isn’t ou aren’t any; je n’en veux 
pas I don’t want any; j’en ai deux I’ve got 
two; combien y en a-t-il? how many (of 
them) are there?; j’en ai assez I’ve got 
enough (of it ou them);  (j’en ai marre) I’ve had 
enough; où en étais-je? where was I?
2 (provenance) from there; j’en viens I’ve come 
from there
3 (cause): il en est malade/perd le sommeil 
he is ill/can’t sleep because of it
4 (de la part de): elle en est aimée she is loved 
by him (ou them etc)
5 (complément de nom, d’adjectif, de verbe): j’en 
connais les dangers I know its ou the 
dangers; j’en suis fier/ai besoin I am proud 
of it/need it; il en est ainsi ou de même 
pour moi it’s the same for me, same here

e Ess FE A-Z.indd   108 20/10/09   15:04:44

from Collins Spanish Dictionary and Grammar

KS2

Age
14–16 GCSE

French 978-0-00-733154-3 £9.99

Spanish 978-0-00-738237-8    £9.99

PB, 178mm x 111mm
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Robert French 8th edition 978-0-00-739362-6 £25.00

Spanish 8th edition 978-0-00-736980-5 £22.50

German 7th edition 978-0-00-736979-9 £27.50 

New for April 2016

Robert French 9th edition   978-0-00-811732-0  £25.00

HB, 230mm x 150mm

Collins Concise Dictionaries

With around 200,000 references Collins Concise Dictionaries are the best choice 
if you need dictionaries you can rely on to support you in your classroom teaching. 
These comprehensive dictionaries have been revised and updated to cover all the 
latest vocabulary, making them the ideal dictionaries to use at work. They draw on 
Collins’ unique databases of modern foreign languages and English to ensure that  
you have the most complete and accurate picture of real language available today.

Collins Concise Dictionaries contain:

●	 New words and phrases from a wide range of fields, including technology, media 
and the environment

●	 New colour layout with virtual thumb tabs makes it easier than ever to find the 
words you are looking for quickly and easily

●	 Revised real-world communication supplement, now with additional material on 
internet banking, social networking and mobile phones

●	 New supplement detailing primary, secondary and higher education systems in 
native-speaking countries

●	 Practical tips on the spoken and written language, including new features on 
spelling pitfalls

from Collins French Concise Dictionary

Apps are available for 
French, Spanish, German. 
Simply search Collins 
French/German/Spanish in 
the iTunes store.

Age
16–18 AS/ANEW
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Collins Complete and
Unabridged Dictionaries

Ensure you have the most complete and accurate picture of 
language available today with our authoritative dictionaries 
that use Collins’ unique multi-million word database, including 
cultural notes and indispensable Language in Use supplements. 

Collins’ unabridged bilingual dictionaries, the most comprehensive single-volume on 
the market, have around 300,000 references and are ideal for language teachers and 
advanced students. They contain detailed usage examples and an extensive wordlist. The 
care given to layout and appearance is worthy of the content – our dictionaries are solid 
enough to stand up to constant use!

The new first edition of Mandarin Chinese is the most comprehensive and authoritative 
English to Mandarin dictionary of its kind in print, and celebrates a successful 
collaboration between Collins and the Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press.

from Collins Spanish Complete and Unabridged Dictionary

Robert French HB, 260mm x 190mm 978-0-00-733155-0 £35.00

Spanish HB, 260mm x 190mm 978-0-00-738238-5 £40.00

German  HB, 260mm x 190mm 978-0-00-751083-2 £40.00

Italian  HB, 255mm x 180mm 978-0-00-736783-2 £45.00

New for 2016    

Mandarin Chinese  HB, 260mm x 190mm 978-0-00-817978-6 £50.00 April 2016

Robert French 10th edition   HB, 260mm x 190mm 978-0-00-755652-6 £40.00  July 2016

Spanish 10th edition HB, 260mm x 190mm 978-0-00-815838-5 £40.00 August 2016

Apps are available for 
Spanish and German 
– £24.99 from the 
iTunes store. 

Age
16–18 AS/ANEW
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GCSENEWChinese Easy Learning Chinese Characters

Your students can practise the first 250 
Chinese characters with stroke-by-stroke 
grids which help to perfect writing skills and 
reinforce learning. 

Collins Easy Learning Mandarin Chinese Dictionary

Collins Mandarin Chinese Dictionary

Your students can practise the first 250 Chinese characters with stroke-by-stroke grids 
which help to perfect writing skills and reinforce learning. The easiest way to learn 
Chinese for students of all ages with the clearest layout and entry structure. Each 
Chinese word and translation has a Pinyin transcription as well as Chinese characters.

Find out more about Collins Easy Learning dictionaries on page 7.

●	 Extensive coverage of today’s English and Chinese, with thousands of phrases and 
examples guiding the user to the most appropriate translation.

●	 Help with the pronunciation of Chinese words, including Pinyin for all Chinese 
headwords, translations, phrases and examples. 

●	 The Language in Action supplement offers practical help with everyday language for 
both Chinese and English.

Collins Pocket Chinese Dictionary

The ideal text for anyone studying both English or Chinese who needs reliable 
information in a handy, portable format.

Find out more about Collins Pocket Dictionaries on page 10.

Collins Gem Chinese Dictionary

●	 Contains all the everyday words and phrases used in today’s Chinese and English 
that students need to know

●	 Offers extra help with essential vocabulary and thousands of useful phrases to 
guide students to the correct translation

●	 Clear, colour layout and the inclusion of pinyin romanisation

Chinese Characters     978-0-00-745006-0 £9.99  PB, 262mm x 196mm

Easy Learning Chinese  978-0-00-811951-5 £10.99 PB, 197mm x 130mm

Mandarin Chinese Dictionary     978-0-00-812048-1 £14.99  PB, 197mm x 130mm April 2016

Pocket Chinese     978-0-00-748553-6 £10.99 PB, 111mm x 76mm

New for June 2016

Gem Mandarin Chinese 978-0-00-814183-7 £6.99 PB 117 x 82 mm 
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Latin Dictionaries

Collins Latin Dictionaries offer students studying Latin an extensive 
coverage of Latin and English in a handy ‘take-anywhere’ format with an 
index of geographical names and a supplement of Latin verbs and nouns. 
The clear layout ensures that students find the information they want 
quickly and easily.

Latin Gem Dictionary 978-0-00-722414-2 £5.99 PB, 111mm x 76mm

Latin Dictionary and Grammar 978-0-00-722439-5  £12.99 PB, 197mm x 130mm

New for March 2016

Latin Dictionary and Grammar  978-0-00-816767-7 £12.99  PB, 197mm x 130mm

Welsh Dictionaries

Collins Gem and Spurrell Pocket Welsh Dictionary are designed for 
students speaking and learning Welsh. They are the ideal dictionaries with 
a wealth of reliable information in a handy format. The Spurrell dictionary 
is based on the original Welsh dictionaries which have been published since 
the mid-1880s.

Welsh Gem Dictionary 978-0-00-728959-2 £4.99   PB, 111mm x 76mm

Spurrell Pocket Welsh Dictionary 978-0-00-729874-7 £7.99   PB, 151mm x 108mm

Irish Dictionaries

Collins Irish Dictionaries have been designed to give students all the support 
they need.

●	 They contain all the latest words reflecting changes in modern 
lifestyle, as well as an easy-to-read colour layout, special 
treatment of keywords such as can, that, faoi, mar, and useful 
examples

●	 An in-depth Irish grammar supplement helps to develop your 
students’ knowledge of Irish and confidence in the language.  
Verb tables show all verb forms for the most common regular  
and irregular Irish verbs. In addition, there is information on  
initial mutation, time, days, months and numbers

Irish Easy Learning Dictionary 978-0-00-729844-0 £9.99 PB, 197mm x 130mm

New for March 2016

Irish Pocket Dictionary 4th edition 978-0-00-758090-3 £9.99 Flexibound, 151mm x 108mm

Irish Gem Dictionary 4th edition 978-0-00-758089-7  £4.99 Flexibound, 111mm x 76mm 

Irish School Gem Dictionary 2nd edition 978-0-00-741058-3 £4.99 PB, 197mm x 130mm

Easy Learning Irish Dictionary  978-0-00-815030-3  £9.99  PB, 197mm x 130mm

Age
14–16 GCSENEW
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